Existing structures of atoms belonging to different elements are not in line with their original behaviors. This study deals with structure evolution in atoms of suitable elements capable to execute confined inter-state electron dynamics. The structure of these atoms gets evolved during amalgamation due to significantly attained dynamics. Structures evolve in a different format as per naturally attained ground points process in which atoms evolve structures by exerting conservative forces at electron levels may shed a new light in the existing state of materials science.
of their atoms. In neutral state of atoms, they transform heat energy into bind energy having shapes like tick, integral or Gaussian distribution symbol depending on the mechanism of their electron dynamics. The evolving structure of atoms having same ground points also deals with forced exertions for suitable electrons at the same level.
In atoms of space format, the structure starts evolving above the typical level of ground surface. In atoms of grounded format, the structure starts evolving below the typical level of ground surface. The structure evolves for different dimensions of atoms as per the number of their quadrants simultaneously execute electron dynamics. Atoms of those elements execute electron dynamics for three quadrants show a bit different mechanism of their structure evolution. An atom binds to the targeted atom at the points of their generated energy. For structure evolution in space format and grounded format, amalgamating atoms bind to the targeted atom in a lateral way from upward side and downward side respectively. In structure of surface format, amalgamated atoms bind to target atom in adjacent manner. The binding of atoms in layers for each definite format is by means of involved force and engaged energy. As a result of chemical activity related to force and energy of atoms bound under electron dynamics, the emerged chemical reactivity connects their mono layers. A mixed orientation structure develops due to frustrated amalgamation of atoms. This fundamental revolution related to the Introduction
The order of solid atoms in the form of unit cell having crystal structure is mainly recognized by Bravais Lattices. However, this concept does not adequately explain structure evolution of atoms belonging to different class of elements. Regarding structures, differently synthesized dimensionally controlled and mixed orientational materials (colloids, films, particles, nanocomposite and nano-structured materials, etc.) have been previously discussed in several studies in a different manner as compared to the inherent nature of their comprised atoms. Again, it does not appear as a conceptual study to understand the mechanisms of binding atoms of suitable elements. Bravais Lattices' concepts appear to be qualitatively workable when talk about structure evolution in solid atoms. This is because mechanisms of structural evolution of suitable materials under experimental observations help to visualize the resolution at atomic level. Those materials do not indicate validation of their structures under the prediction of concepts of Bravais Lattices and associated theories of crystal structures. Mainly, those materials appear to develop under the certain transition states of their atoms. To develop those materials, at first stage, their atoms amalgamate for significantly attained dynamics and different entities of photons and energy are utilized to develop them [1] .
A unit cell defines the basis of binding of certain atoms in the form of crystal structure. The repeating patterns in the space are said to be located at the points of Bravais Lattices, which define three-dimensional space and there are fourteen ways involving the seven crystal systems. However, new insights and perspectives coupled with observations and visualizations of materials at atomic level enable us to visualize the on-going process for certain atoms under certain conditions of their processing. This requires understanding the nature and behavior of atoms belonging to their different groups of elements. In fact, it was not the case with evolving or developing structure of atoms belonging to various elements, but it was a matter of revisiting the features tracing the nature and behavior of atoms under consideration and investigation. They are now becoming apparent in terms of attained dynamics followed by execution of their electron dynamics, where energy and force, in different manners, are the key components. Developing gold tiny particles, nanoparticles and particles having their different shapes and structure is subject to the modes of customized energy and encapsulated forces [1] .
By the application of advanced microscopy, atoms at work are observed revealing the charge dynamics [2] . With the help of advanced microscopy, it is now possible to observe structure of tiny-sized particles near atomic resolution revealing different attained dynamics and electron dynamics of their atoms [1, 3, 4] . Platinum nanoparticles synthesized in solution provide a means to understand structure at nanoscale [5] . In gallium arsenide nanowires, Jacobsson et al. [6] observed that the crystal phase switched under varying growth conditions. Tuma et al. [7] discussed the physics of a phase transition of neurons from amorphous to crystal state. Zhao and Yang [8] studied the structure evolution of indium selenide by varying the pressure. Rensberg et al. [9] demonstrated phase transition in vanadium dioxide material where optical properties changed depending on its attained state. Previous studies of gold particles [1, 3, 4, 10, 11] , silver particles [4] , particles of binary composition of gold and silver [4] , and grains of carbon-based films [12, 13] concluded that amalgamation of atoms take place through their attained dynamics. Again, a study on the development of mono layer triangle-shaped tiny particle along with modification of arrays of atoms into structures of smooth elements has been discussed [14] . Predictor packing while developing particles of high aspect ratio shapes under tuned parameters of the process was discussed [15] . About 25 to 144 gold atoms in their clusters form non-face centered cubic geometric structures, whereas beyond this range, face centered cubic structures are formed [16] .
Some of the studies have discussed and shown live visuals of amalgamating particles [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , which indicate the crucial role of dynamics to regulate structure in different materials. Input source of energy in those processes is a photonic current instead of electronic (electric) current [22] and analogy between photon and electron has been described elsewhere [23] . The origin of some atoms in gas or solid was explained [24] and atomic behavior of tiny-sized particles was considered substantial when they were used as nanomedicine [25] .
Solid atoms when in possession to execute electron dynamics require certain conditions for structure evolution depending on the nature of attained dynamics followed by the execution of their confined inter-state electron dynamics. Atoms of semi-solid behavior bind without searching certain condition required to execute their electron dynamics. Their amalgamation per unit area is suitably tracked by the difference of available forces along the opposite poles, where engaged energies bind them. Carbon atoms when in graphite states develop two-dimensional structure (or disordered structure) has been referred [26] . At the instant of amalgamation, these carbon atoms do not require to execute electron dynamics. In fact, in the non-availability of typical energy, graphite atoms do not remain active to execute electron dynamics. Therefore, in a certain electronic configuration, atoms can bind only due to attained dynamics. Such atoms attain equilibrium state prior to their amalgamation. Hence, electrons do not undertake dynamics as required filled states maintain the equilibrium state of atom. In the absence of typical energy, electrons do not transfer to nearby suitable unfilled states to originate new state of a carbon atom. Graphite atoms maintain structure only for the arrested energy. The arrested energy performs action with a weak force. So, the structures of atoms represent the class of soft materials. However, this cannot be the case with any targeted atom that binds to amalgamate atoms by attaining ground point, starting just below the typical level of ground surface. Under varying chamber pressure in hot-filaments vapor deposition arriving typical energy near to substrate at different rate, the conversion rates of gas carbon atoms into graphite atoms and diamond atoms are discussed [27] . So, atoms of semi-solid behavior have ground points just at typical level of ground surface. They require low level of certain conditions to vary for binding to targeted atoms. As such atoms are related to elements of surface format.
However, atoms of some elements, which show condense or gas behaviors having ground points starting just above the typical level of ground surface, they require certain conditions for binding to targeted atom. As such atoms are related to elements of space format. Atoms of some elements, which show solid behavior having ground points starting just below the typical level of ground surface, they also require certain conditions for their binding to targeted atom. As such atoms are related to elements of grounded format. Atoms of some elements, which show highly solid behavior having ground points much below the typical level of ground surface, they require intensive conditions for their binding to targeted atom. As such atoms are related to elements of highly grounded format. So, for the atoms of ground point much below the typical level of ground surface involve much varied conditions of the process while dealing with synthesis at typical level of ground surface. Atomic structure of titanium and nitrogen was described, where gas and solid atoms maintain a common ground point while dealing with the certain transition states to develop a structure of hard coating [28] .
A structure plays a central role to govern many remarkable applications. It is also the source of transportation of energy in its different forms along with the propagation of photonic current from generation point to consumption point. Therefore, to study and understand structure evolution in atoms of different elements available above the typical level of ground surface, at typical level of ground surface and below the typical level of ground surface are a topic of interest. In this work, the mechanism of binding different atoms evolve structure in original format of ground point is discussed. In original format of ground point, atoms of suitable elements deal with the conservative forces are discussed here. Here, a conservative force is only to involve generating the conserved amount of energy in certain shape, which is being engaged to bind the atoms.
Due to gauge limitation, a carbon atom in any state does not undertake the exertion of conservative forces at electron level. Thus, a carbon atom is not eligible to 'evolve' a structure. Because of electron gauge limitation, in atoms different carbon allotropes, they also do not facilitate to 'develop' a structure fully. Therefore, atoms of carbon while in their any allotropic form neither 'evolve' nor 'develop' structure. They form a structure.
Depending on the nature of state of a carbon atom, it goes either for exertion of partially conservative forces at electron level or exertion of non-conservative forces at electron level [26] . Initially, a gas carbon atom is converted into graphite, nanotube, fullerene, lonsdaleite, diamond and graphene atoms under the exertion of balanced forces at electron level, where first energy (typical energy) is involved [26] . However, structures of lonsdaleite, diamond and graphene along with glassy carbon are formed under the exertion of non-conservative forces at electron level but structures of graphite, nanotube and fullerene are formed under the exertion of partially conservative forces at electron level [26] . Frictional forces, which are due to highly non-conservative paths, are anticipated as well while developing the hard coating of different gas and solid atoms [28] . So, a hard coating of different natured atoms is deposited through the process of 'development'. However, structures of suitable atoms 'evolve' when in the state of neutral behavior, where exertion of conservative forces at electron level takes place.
Atoms of suitable elements 'evolve' structure according to built-in gauge of electron dynamics and format of ground point, is discussed here.
Results and Discussion
A structure is considered to express stability in its possibly emerged application. The stability of structure is at a different scale and for different functioning. It depends on the features of comprising atoms along with ordering of atoms. Atoms belonging to different elements look for different conditions of their structure evolution. They consider different conditions based on their behaviors. To evolve different structures, a goal of introducing certain conditions of the process is to regulate atoms both under attained dynamics and electron dynamics (of usefulness).
Solid atoms do not bind under Van der Waals forces [3, 14] . Their bindings also do not comply with the electrostatic interactions (Coulomb's Law) [14] . None of the atoms evolving structures of different types ionize [22] ; they ionize neither on amalgamation (binding) nor prior to amalgamation. However, an atom can undertake different attained dynamics as per the set local conditions of the process. At the instant of neutral behavior of silicon atom, it executes confined inter-state dynamics of electron where, under the suitable supply of heat energy, it generates the photon energy shaped like a wave [23] . A solid atom when converted into liquid transition state decreases the potential energy of electrons under decreasing exerted gravitational force resulting in the contraction of clamped energy knots, which is not a case with a gas atom [24] . The lattice (energy knot net) of a carbon atom along with electronic configuration of its different states is described, where each different state works for different format of exerting forces (above typical level of ground surface -carbon atom of gas state, just at typical level of ground surfacegraphite atom, just below the typical level of ground surfacelonsdaleite atom or below the typical level of ground surfacediamond atom) [26] . Again, hard coating developed due to the altered ground points of gas and solid atoms, where they attained the common point of deposition, which is nearly at mid-point of their ground points at the instant of desired transition states [28] .
These studies enlighten us that the evolution of structure in atoms depends on their typical level of ground surface, where conservative forces can be divided into three to the execution of electron dynamics by atoms of suitable elements indicate that generated photons are not only in a wave like shape, but they are also in other shapes as in the case of shape of binding energy shown in Figure 4 . Further detail on photons of different nature is given in a separate study [23] . In a neutral silicon atom, when only one amalgamated atom binds to region of one electron of one quadrant, it executed confined inter-state dynamics to evolve a onedimensional structure as shown in Figure 5 (a). In the neutral silicon atom, when only two amalgamated atoms bind to regions of electrons of two quadrants, they executed confined inter-state dynamics to evolve a two-dimensional structure as shown in Figure   5 (b). In a neutral silicon atom, when four amalgamated atoms bind to regions of four electrons of all four quadrants, they executed confined inter-state dynamics to evolve a four-dimensional structure as shown in Figure 5 (c) . Here, a three-dimensional evolution of structure is also possible, if the heat energy is not available for the electron belonging to fourth quadrant of the silicon atom. In structure evolution of atoms dealing mainly with force in surface format, generated energies of amalgamated atoms bind adjacently to generated energy of targeted atom, where the dimensionality (and length) of structure depends on rate (mode) of amalgamating atoms under specified controlled orientations. So, this is the case in atoms of space format and grounded format. However, in structure evolution of atoms dealing mainly with force in space format, generated energies of amalgamated atoms bind laterally to generated energy of targeted atom from the upward side. In structure evolution of atoms dealing mainly with force in grounded format, generated energies of amalgamated atoms bind laterally to generated energy of targeted atom but from the Here, it is required that force to electrons of that atom in six quadrants should be exerted at once to release the binding energy (under the execution of dynamics) to bind at six different regions, which appears to be again illogical. Graphite atoms when amalgamate at typical level of ground surface, they deal with uniform level of their surrounding forces. Thus, keeping the structure as it is until an exceeded level of force does not influence them. Such structure evolution is only under attained dynamics as discussed elsewhere [26] . Similarly, under certain transfer mechanism of electrons, their atoms may bind under attained dynamics and resultantly justify the Bravais Lattices' concepts and others to some extent.
An untimed electron transition does not cause the atoms to bind and an amalgamated atom may bounce back on disfiguring the bound ones and resultant structure can be the one where, at least, the order of binding energy is not a requirement. To evolve ordered structures of atoms in their binary or ternary composition, it becomes intricate due to the insertion of atoms dealing with different mode of electron dynamics. Structures of mixed orientation involve different ordering in bound atoms. So, evolution of non-crystalline (or amorphous) structure is in the mixed orientation order. In the structure of mixed orientation where atoms deal with uniform behavior of binding in the long range, they can be termed as materials of long-range order. In the structure of mixed orientation where atoms deal with uniform behavior of binding in the short range, they can be termed as materials of short-range order. All those atoms of solid behavior, which evolve structures of suitable dimensions in any format, also evolve structures of mixed orientation as per deviation of their natural sort of conditions. However, atoms that either dissociate from their precursors or eject from their sources, amalgamate at dedicated substrates, flat interface or other kinds of surfaces, which are as per their attained dynamics. They develop (not evolve) a structure because of attaining certain transition state, which is not in neutral mode of atoms. A platform (base) to evolve certain structures influences the ordering of atoms.
Some aspects of the implications of input parameters on the localized process conditions in amalgamation of carbon atoms at such platforms are discussed [12, 13, 27] . In addition to main process parameters, their developing structures pursue control of parameters locally as well. A bit intricate process condition due to the addition of contaminants may result into the disfiguring of certain developing structure and repeated orders of atoms form a structure of expanded lattice.
Nevertheless, the structural evolution of atoms in different dimensions and formats dealing with the conservative forces as the topic of present study takes place under their neutral conditions. The structural evolution of atoms with respect to (behavior of) electronic structures of different atoms accommodating force and energy in a certain manner is a process of chemical reactivity. This is the case with structure evolution in all three formats for atoms of conserved force engaging a conserved energy too. To evolve master structures in neutral state of atoms dealing with the conservative forces, their certain electrons are required to exert forces for at least along two poles to attain the successful dynamics. So, atoms under neutral states evolve a master structure. A master structure is an original structure related to first-hand evolved structure of atoms. A tiny-shaped particle of mono layer represents the three-dimensional structure of surface format, where atoms of arrays elongated to develop their structures of smooth elements [14] . A modified structure is a structure where atoms are bound under certain transition states dealing with elongation or deformation. A further modified shape structure is related to the development of structure under the forcing energy of travelling photons along with their suitable interface, where atoms of arrays are elongated first under the exertion of forces along the relevant poles of their electrons. However, a tinysized particle structure of space format or grounded format does not elongate to convert developing structure of smooth elements because of the exerting forces on electrons of comprised atoms are related to levitational and gravitational behaviors. This way, atoms also deal with electron dynamics when they develop their different structures. However, they are related to non-conservation of energy and force. They were not treated in differently developed processes to develop a structure under the conditions originally meant for them at the instant of natural evolution of their structure and in the natural sort of environment. In natural sort of environment, they (suitable atoms) deal with both force and energy in a conserved manner and their structure gets evolved.
Conclusion
Atoms of different format elements deal with different nature of forced exertions for their electrons. Nature of atomic structure governs the mechanism of its binding to identical In the case of atoms evolving structure of space format and grounded format, the generated binding energy is in the shape of tick symbol, where exerting forces to certain electron of outer ring is related to only two poles. When execution of electron dynamics is only for one quadrant, one-dimensional structure is evolved. When execution of electron dynamics is for two quadrants, two-dimensional structure is evolved. However, in case where an atom undertakes a bit disturbed behavior of exerting forces along two poles of (suitable) electron, the generated binding energy is in the shape of 'L' symbol.
Such atoms evolve a structure of three-dimension. This is because of the disturbed executing dynamics by an electron while in attempt to cross the pole of its atom. The generated binding energy of atoms evolving structure in space format and grounded format is in the shape of integral symbol when forces exerted to (their suitable) electrons are along the three poles. The generated binding energy while evolving structure of atoms in surface format is in the shape of 'Gaussian distribution of both ends turned', where exerted forces to electrons are related to four poles. In (suitable) atoms of semi-solid behavior, when execution of electron dynamics is for one quadrant, two quadrants, three quadrants and four quadrants, one-, two-, three-and fourdimensional structure is evolved respectively.
Shaped energy binds atoms of neutral behaviors to evolve structures of space format, surface format or grounded format, which is generated under the execution of confined inter-state electron dynamics. For structure evolution in surface format, generated energy between the atoms binds them adjacently (side-to-side). For structure evolution in space format, generated energy between the atoms binds them laterally from the upward side. For structure evolution in grounded format, generated energy of atoms binds them laterally from the downward side. For three-dimensional structure evolution, solid atoms belonging to suitable elements bind partially in the lateral manner and partially in the adjacent manner because of the shape (L-shape) of binding energy. In a structure, where atoms do not undertake regularity in terms of attained dynamics, a mixed order structure gets developed. The evolution of a structure in mixed orientation (in parts or in sections) involves non-orientated ordering of atoms -either in a long range or in a short range depending on the continuity of attained orientation of amalgamated atoms. In such structures, atoms deal with frustrated dynamics of their amalgamation. In indigenously developed processes, the varied localized conditions, input parameters and platform can influence ordering of atoms in certain dimension.
As an outlook for future, this study recommends investigating the detailed mechanisms of structural evolution of atoms in all class of elements, their compounds and different compositions in accordance with the force and energy behaviors at their typical level of ground surface, above the typical level of ground surface and below the typical level of ground surface. Understanding in the attained dynamics of atoms to evolve structure of certain size and shape prior to studying electron dynamics is also essential. The mechanism of evolving structures in atoms of different formats can be indigenously incorporated to evolve (rather than develop) original structures. These require the insertion of same hierarchies in different processes and methods as atoms are relishing in original environments. Atoms experience exerting forces to electrons in a conservative mode when in their relevant format. It is possible to go now for elucidation of the binding mechanism in identical class of atoms, in different class atoms, in different scale of compositions, and hence, to study their structure-property relationship under the description of sustainable science.
